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Advice from Celebrity Event
Designer Edward Perotti on

Socially Responsible Entertaining
by Karen LeBlant
@ th edes igtttouri sts h otu

s we look forward to resuming life and leisure

coming off COVID-19's pandemic-imposed

social distancing, thoughts turn to reconnec-

tions with family and friends. \(e've watched

our social calendars evaporate over the past several months

as graduations, family events, spring parties, and weddings

were postponed or canceled. To help us get the party started

post-pandemic, Celebrity Event Designer Edward Perotti

shares with us some tips for staging socially responsible

events. Perotti plans parties and events with famous name

clients, including Ariana Grande, Nick Jonas and Viola
Davis, and he has designed events globally in such iconic

places as the Palace ofVersailles and the cisterns ofIstanbul.
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"I think we have a golden opportunity to rethink how peo-

ple gather and socialize," Perotti says. Recently, he planned

and staged a wedding as the stay-at-home order was loosen-

ing. The wedding, infused with Perotti's signature humor

and creativity, embraced our current reality. "It was an

intimate wedding with ten guests in a backyard. The bride

wore a mask to match her gown, and the groom wore a

tuxedo with a matching mask. The guests also wore masks

that matched the bride's and groom's wedding parties. The

mask as the party favor was a little silly and irreverent, but

it worked to disarm guests from the fear and anxiety of a

social gathering," Perotti says.
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This celebrity event designer has built a repurarion on push-

ing the creative envelope. In this new normal of wanting to

be together yet responsibly apart, Perotti shares his ideas for

creating meaningful celebrations. "I think people right now

need to focus not just on what the celebration looks like, but

rather the psychology of guests and attendees. Entertaining

is about making your guests comfortable, not only physically,

but emotionally. This is possible with discovering creative

solutions that will enhance your guests' overall experience,"

Perotti says. Here are his top five tips for socially responsible

entertaining.

Start Small

A lot has been made of the fact that COVID-19 has acceler-

ated a new normal void of handshakes, crowded spaces, and

traditional venues for entertaining. Perotti recommends eas-

ing back into the social scene with small gatherings, rarher

than a large event. "I would take it slow, such as hosting

or attending a small garden party with no more than ten

guests. It will take a while for the general population to feel

comfortable together. If you are hosting a party, why not

blatantly call out that you're being socially minded and you

have a strategic plan for entertaining to make your guests feel

safe and secure? Events are about bringing people together

and connecting with people while being smart about it,

from now on. This is the time (even with family) to be fully
transParent."

Seating for Two
For weddings and larger parties, Perotti advises seating guests

in cocktail tables for two. "The smaller seating arrangements

create a feeling of safety and security and communicate that

you, as the host, are mindful of guests' well-being." If your

guests are not just couples (and knowing that families come

in differing shapes and sizes), think about seating assign-

ments by households in tables of 2, 4, 5, etc.
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Single Servings
Post-pandemic, buffets and public party platters could

become passd given our heightened awareness of sanitary

food conditions. "I'm hoping that the buffet food lines go

away, and I think hotels and catering companies need to

rethink the way they serve food to groups. I prefer plated

entrees served with white-glove service to fosrer the safety

and security of guests," Perotti says. He suggests creative

packaging of single servings of party food or hors d 'oeu-

vres such as small Chinese food to-go boxes or shot glasses.

"Think of creative ways to display individual food servings

so guests feel comfortable. I recently designed an outdoor

party using repurposed wood pallets as serving areas with
shelving to hold hors d 'oeuvres in glasses. \7e distanced

them apart so guests could go up, one at a time, to get their

food."

Summer Grilling with BYOM
As the summer months take entertaining outdoors, Perotti

suggests a socially responsible way to gather and grill:
BYOM, Bring Your Own Meat. "Have multiple grills set up

4B

so people can still come together, but they grill their own

meat. It's a socially responsible way to have an outdoor grill-
ing parry." Perorti says.

Virtual Events ln A Box
Virtual h"ppy hours were a 'thing' during our self-imposed

quarantine as many of us poured ourselves a drink and

toasted our friends online via Skype, Zoom, or some other

virtual platform. Perotti is building on this concept with
his'Event in a Box'where guests each receive a box of party
favors and decorations, and even snacks. Each household sets

up the same party spread and gets together online. Perotti

held his first virtual 'Event in a Box' to celebrate Mother's

Day. "I created a box for each of the three households in my

extended family to celebrate. Each box had matching table

linens and food and came with directions. \(/e set up and

connected on aZoom call with the camera hitting the tables

at all three households, so it appeared as if we were at the

same table, and enjoying the same food. It made Mother's

Day a little more special and allowed us to be as close as

possible without physically being together," Perotti explains.



Edward Periotti has built a brand and a thriving
business creating immersive experiences. He says

that lessons learned from the pandemic will evolve

entertaining into making us more mindful and

creative in the way we gather, dine and celebrate.

"The pandemic has taught us that the way it has

always been no longer works. Until now, the events

industry has been relatively relaxed and not very
innoyative when it comes to really pushing the

envelope. Itt going to be a long road to recovery for
the events / hospitality side, but it's also a golden

opportunity to take the way people have been

taught how to come together and move it into the

future, update everything, reimagine experiences

and just have some fun with it."

For party planning ideas and inspiration, go to
https:i/www.edwardaperotri.com or follow him on

IG: pperottiea
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